Two links are link-homotopic if they are transformed into each other by a sequence of self-crossing changes and ambient isotopies. The link-homotopy classes of 4-component links were classified by Levine with enormous algebraic computations. We modify the results by using Habiro's clasper theory. The new classification gives more symmetrical and schematic points of view to the link-homotopy classes of 4-component links. We also gives some new subsets of the link-homotopy classes of 4-component links which are classified by invariants.
Introduction
In this paper, we work on piecewise linear category and links are ordered and oriented. Two links are link-homotopic if one is transformed into the other by a sequence of selfcrossing changes and ambient isotopies. The notion of link-homotopy was introduced by Milnor in [10] . In the paper, he defined link-honmotopy invariants and gave complete classifications of the link-homotopy classes for 2-and 3-component links. In [11] , Milnor defined finer link-homotopy invariants, which we call Milnor homotopy invariants. (It was shown in [15] that the invariants in [11] are finer than these in [10] .) For a nonrepeat sequence I of integers in the set of the component numbers, the Milnor homotopy invariant µ L (I) is defined in the cyclic group Z ∆(I) , where ∆(I) is a non-negative integer determined by I. See [11] for details.
For 4-component links, the link-homotopy classes were classified by Levine [7] as in Theorem 1.1. Let L 4 be the set of link-homotopy classes of 4-component links. Theorem 1.1 ([7] ). Let M be a set of 12-tuples of integers: k, l, r, d (0 ≤ d < gcd(k, l, r)) and e i (1 ≤ i ≤ 8), modulo the relations in Table 1 , where the integers a, b and c run over all integers satisfying ak − br + cl = 0. In the table, the relation Φ j adds the entries to e i (4 ≤ i ≤ 8). The other integers do not change under the relations. Then there is a bijection between L 4 and M . 
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where the invariants in the first line are the linking numbers, and in the second line except for d, the equations hold in Z ∆(I) with corresponding sequence I. Here we correct the relationships of e 7 and e 8 in [7] by exchanging them.
Note that the link-homotopy class of the first 3-component link L 3 of L is determined by k, l, r and d (i.e. the Milnor homotopy invariants) and the integers e i indicate how the fourth component is entangled to L 3 .
In [3] , the link-homotopy classes of string links are classified by using the Milnor homotopy invariants for string links. Furthermore, the link-homotopy classes of links with generic number of components are classified as a modulo of the link-homotopy classes of the string links. It was also shown that there is an algorithm which determines whether given two links are link-homotopic or not. However, the link-homotopy classes of links with generic number of components are not classified by using invariants.
For the 4-component link case, Levine gave several subsets of L 4 which are classified by invariants [7] . We recall the result in Theorem 4.1 below.
In some cases, the link-homotopy classes are described by using the claspers defined in [4] . For 3-component links, the link-homotopy classes are described by Hopf chords and Borromean chords (i.e. C 1 -and C 2 -trees) in [13] , see Remark 3.3 below. For the link-homotopy classes of string links, the correspondence between the Milnor homotopy invariants and claspers are shown in [14] .
We mention that Nikkuni and the authors also used the clasper theory to study HLhomotopy classes for handlebody-links [12, 6] .
In the present paper, we apply the clasper theory to 4-component links and modify Levine's classification result in Theorem 1.1 by introducing new relations as follows. Theorem 1.4. Let N be a set of 12-tuples of integers: c 1 ,. . . , c 6 , f 1 , . . . , f 4 , t 1 and t 2 , modulo the relations ψ ij in Table 2 . Then there is a bijection between L 4 and N .
Remark 1.5. The two tables in Theorem 1.1 and 1.4 are related as follows. The relationships of the integers k, l, r, d, e 1 , . . . , e 7 and e 8 in Theorem 1.1 and the integers c 1 , . . . , c 6 , f 1 , . . . , f 4 , t 1 and t 2 in Theorem 1.4 are k = −c 3 , l = −c 1 , r = −c 2 , e 1 = −c 4 , e 2 = −c 5 , e 3 = −c 6 , 
Note that if f 4 does not satisfy 0 ≤ f 4 < gcd(c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ), we need to make f 4 in the range by using relations ψ ij in Table 2 to see the relationships. The relations Φ i are described by using relations ψ ij :
The proof of Theorem 1.4 is done by using clasper presentations of 4-component linkhomotopy classes, see Section 3. This clasper presentations give more symmetrical and schematic points of view to the link-homotopy classes of 4-component links. We also give new subsets of L 4 which are classified by invariants under the relations of Table 2 .
The present paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the clasper theory quickly and give a canonical form of 4-component links up to link-homotopy by using claspers. In Section 3, we prove Theorem 1.4. We give new subsets of L 4 which are classified by invariants in Section 4. Definition 2.1. ( [4] ) A disk T embedded in S 3 is called a simple tree clasper for a link L if it satisfies the following three conditions:
(1) The embedded disk T is decomposed into bands and disks, where each band connects two distinct disks and each disk attaches either 1 or 3 bands. We call a band an edge and a disk attached 1 band a leaf. In this paper, we call a simple tree clasper with k + 1 leaves a C k -tree. In figures, we express disks and bands as follows,
Given a C k -tree T for a link L, there exists a procedure to construct a framed link in a regular neighborhood of T . We call surgery along the framed link surgery along T . Because there is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism which fixes the boundary, from the regular neighborhood N (T ) of T to the manifold obtained from N (T ) by surgery along T . We can regard the surgery along T as a local move on L, which we call C k -move if T is a C k -tree. An example of C k -move is showed in Figure 1 . We denote by L T the link obtained from L by surgery along T . For a family T of simple tree claspers for L, we identify L ∪ T with L T . surgery − −−− → Figure 1 . An example of a C k -move.
We remark that the surgeries along C 1 -and C 2 -trees are taking a band sum of a Hopf link and a Borromian ring respectively, see Figure 2 .
In the diagrams, we express a half-twist of a band as in Figure 3 . We prepare lemmas of moves of simple tree claspers to transform shapes of links. Originally, the some of the lemmas are stated up to C k -moves for some integer k. In this paper, we rephrase them up to link-homotopy (l.h.). The proofs are obtained from original proposition by using Lemma 2.3. Since a surgery on C k -trees corresponds to a band sum of a Brunnian link, the following two lemmas hold. l.h. ∼
The following three lemmas are proved by using Lamma 2.5. l.h. ∼ By Lemma 2.7, half-twists on a C k -tree are gathered to an edge incident to a leaf and by Lemma 2.6, all the half-twists vanish if the number of the half-twists is even or a half-twist is left otherwise. We call the former C k -tree non-twisted and the latter twisted. We assume that the half-twist of twisted C k -tree is at the edge which is incident to the leaf intersecting the highest order component among the leaves of the C k -tree. Lemma 2.9 ( [4, 9] ). A crossing change between a C i -tree and a C j -tree makes a new C i+j+1 -tree which is a union of copies of the two simple tree claspers connected by a new edge.
Remark that, in Lemma 2.9, if the C i -and C j -trees in the left-hand side have leaves at the same component, the new clasper in the right-hand side vanishes by Lemma 2.3.
Lemma 2.10 ( [4, 9] ). An exchange of leaves of a C i -tree and a C j -tree makes a new C i+j -tree which is a fusion of copies of the two simple tree claspers as in the figure.
Remark that, in Lemma 2.10, if the C i -and C j -trees in the left-hand side have leaves at the same component other than the ones shown in the figure, the new clasper in the right-hand side vanishes by Lemma 2.3.
Lemma 2.11 ([8] ). For C 3 -trees for a 4-component link, the following relation holds up to link-homotopy.
Here the right-hand side means to attach the two C 3 -trees respectively. This is well-defined up to link-homotopy from the remarks after Lemmas 2.9 and 2.10.
Lemma 2.12 ([4, 2]). A crossing change between a C k -tree and a link component makes a new C k+1 -tree up to link-homotopy as follows.
Here the bold arcs are link components and the new C k+1 -tree in the right-hand side is a copy of the C k -tree with a new edge and a new leaf intersecting with the component. The new C k+1 -tree also has an extra minus half-twist.
Remark that, in Lemma 2.12, if the C k -tree in the left-hand side has a leaf intersecting the component, the new clasper in the right-hand side vanishes by Lemma 2.3. Example 2.13. We show the relations in Lemma 2.12 for C 1 -and C 2 -trees explicitly for later use.
Here the relations (2) and (4) are obtained from Lemma 2.12 and the relations (1) and (3) are obtained from (2) and (4).
Lemma 2.4 and the remark after Lemma 2.9 show that some crossing changes between edges of claspers are achieved by link-homotopy. From now on, we sometime omit overunder information of crossings in figures if the differences vanish up to link-homotopy.
Let a C k -tree attached an integer s be s parallel non-twisted C k -trees if 0 ≤ s, and s parallel twisted C k -trees if s < 0. The s parallel simple tree claspers can be presented as in Figure 4 for 0 ≤ s up to link-homotopy. If s < 0, each clasper has a half-twist. Note that in this presentation there are ambiguities at the choices of over-under information at the crossings between the edges of the claspers and the arrangement of their leaves. However, since the remarks after Lemmas 2.9 and 2.10, the ambiguities vanish up to link-homotopy. Let L be a 4-component link. Now we transform L into a canonical form by using lemmas above.
(1) By Lemma 2.2, L can be transformed into a trivial link with several C 1 -trees attached.
(2) Slide the leaves of the C 1 -trees by using Lemmas 2.9, 2.10 and Lemma 2.12 and, for any pair of the components, arrange them parallel by using Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 so that all C 1 -trees are non-twisted or twisted.There are several C i -trees (i = 2, 3) attached to the components which occur in the moves of Lemmas 2.9, 2.10 and Lemma 2.12. Note that a clasper with two leaves on the same component vanish from Lemma 2.3. Thus C j -trees (4 ≤ j) especially vanish.
(3) Slide the leaves of the C 2 -trees by using Lemmas 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10 and, for any 3-tuple of the components, arrange them parallel by using Lemmas 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 so that all of them are non-twisted or twisted. We fix the configuration of the leaves of C 1and C 2 -trees as in Figure 5 left.
(4) There are several C 3 -trees attached to the components. Move the C 3 -trees by using Lemmas 2.8, 2.9, 2.10 and especially Lemma 2.11 so that, if we forget twists of edges, there are only two types of C 3 -trees depicted in Figure 5 middle and right and arrange them parallel by using Lemmas 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 so that all of them are non-twisted or twisted.
We call the shape of the trivial link with C 1 -, C 2 -and C 3 -trees in Figure 5 a canonical form of L, where the alphabets near the claspers are the numbers of the parallel claspers.
Here we depict C 3 -trees separately for simplicity since, from the remarks after Lemmas 2.9 and 2.10, the positions of leaves of C 3 -trees do not affect the numbers of other claspers. Note that the configuration of claspers of the canonical form is arranged so that, if we regard the components of the trivial link as vertices of a tetrahedron, the C 1 -trees correspond to its edges and C 2 -trees to its faces, see Figure 6 , where we omit C 3 -trees. In this section, we define relations ψ ij for the canonical forms and prove Theorem 1.4. Definition 3.1. We define a move ψ ij for the canonical form of 4-component links, see Figure 8 , where we present the configuration as a tetrahedron and omit C 2 -and C 3 -trees for simplicity. Let ∆ i be the disc which spans the trivial circle of the i-th component. The move ψ ij pushes an arc (marked by ) of the trivial circle of the j-th component along the parallel C 1 -trees which connect the i-th and j-th components, slides it over ∆ i , backs it under ∆ i and finally pulls it back along the previous C 1 -trees. When we pull back the arc it goes across the some C 1 -and C 2 -trees, the move is marked by ( * ), and, from Lemma 2.12 (see also Example 2.13), some new C 2 -and C 3 -trees occur respectively. The changes of the numbers of claspers under a part of ψ ij moves are listed in Table 2 . The other moves of ψ ij are obtained from compositions of them. Let i, j, k, l are distinct numbers in {1, 2, 3, 4}, then ψ il = ψ jl • ψ kl . Remark 3.3. We can also define moves ψ ij , where i = j and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3, for the canonical form of a 3-component link (see Figure 7 ) by forgetting the fourth component from ψ ij . Let L 3 be the set of the link-homotopy classes of 3-component links and N the set of 4-tuples of integers e 1 , e 2 , e 3 and f 4 modulo ψ ij . We can check that there is a bijection between L 3 and N , see the proof of Theorem 1.7 in [13] . Note that, in [13] , this fact was discussed up to clasp-pass moves (i.e. C 3 -moves) then that induces the classification up to link-homotopy since a clasp-pass move is obtained by link-homotopy for 3-component links.
We recall the argument in [7] (see also [10] ). Let L be an n-component link and 
is the normal closure of the set {[m g i , m g i ]|g, g ∈ π 1 (S 3 \ L)}, and m g i is a conjugate of m i ; m g i = gm i g −1 . It was shown that G(L) is generated by meridians m i . It was also shown that if two links L and L are link-homotopic then G(L) and G(L ) are isomorphic. Suppose that that two (n + 1)component links L and L have the equivalent first n-component link L n in common; L = L n ∪ K and L = L n ∪ K . Consider the reduced group G(L n ). An automorphisms of G(L n ) which is induced by link-homotopy of L n is called a geometric automorphism. Let α and α in G(L n ) represent K and K respectively. Then it was proved that the two (n + 1)-component links L and L are link-homotopic if and only if there is a geometric automorphism Φ of G(L n ) satisfying Φ(α) = α .
Consider 4-component case. Let L be a 4-component link and K i (1 ≤ i ≤ 4) its i-th component. The sublink consisting of first 3 links L 3 = K 1 ∪ K 2 ∪ K 3 is classified up to link-homotopy by 4 integers k, l, r and d (0 ≤ d < gcd(k, l, r)), i.e. the Milnor homotopy invariants of length up to three. Let x, y and z be meridians of K 1 , K 2 and K 3 respectively and α a presentation of K 4 in the reduced group G(L 3 ) of the sublink L 3 . From algebraic arguments, (since G(L 3 ) is a nilpotent group of length 4 and commutators with repeats vanish from the relations of G(L 3 )) α is presented as follows.
where e i is an integer and is called a commutator number. This presentation has ambiguities induced from relations of G(L 3 ) and geometric automorphisms of G(L 3 ). The ambiguities are summarised in Table 1 ; Φ 1 and Φ 2 are from the relations of G(L 3 ), Φ 3 , Φ 4 and Φ 5 are from the inner (geometric) automorphisms of G(L 3 ), i.e. taking conjugates of meridians, and Φ 6 is from the outer geometric automorphisms of G(L 3 ).
Remark 3.4. We note the relations in G(L 3 ) with fixed meridians x, y and z. Let g and h be words in {x, y, z} and gǎ the word which is obtained by removing a from g for a ∈ {x, y, z}. Then following relations hold.
• a g a h = a h a g for a ∈ {x, y, z}.
• a g = a gǎ for a ∈ {x, y, z}.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let L a = L a (k, l, r, d, e 1 , . . . , e 8 ) be a 4-component link which consists of L 3 determined by (k, l, r, d) and the fourth component determined by α as follows.
The shape of L a is described by using claspers since the commutators in α correspond to simple tree claspers through surgeries, see Remark 3.4 and Figure 10 , where a, b and c are meridians and the dotted arcs belong to the fourth component in G(L 3 ). The shape of L a is as in Figure 11 , where we depict C 3 -trees separately. In the figures, the basepoint p of G(L 3 ) is taken above the paper. Let x, y and z be meridians of the first, second and third components respectively. The meridians are taken as the loops each of which starts p, goes along a straight line connecting p and the segment marked by the arrow to a point near the component, goes around the component with the linking number +1 and goes back to p along the straight line. The fourth component K 4 is a loop which starts at p. However, for simplicity, K 4 is moved in the paper by an ambient isotopy. The starting point of K 4 is at the arrow mark. Figure 10 . The elements in G(L 3 )correspondingtosimpletreeclaspers. . . . , c 6 , f 1 , . . . , f 4 , t 1 , t 2 ) be a 4-component link in the canonical form in Figure 5 . The difference between Figure 11 and Figure 5 is the positions of the leaves By using [ψ 12 , ψ 41 ] (see Table 3 below), we can simplify the eleventh argument of L b up to link-homotopy, L b (· · · , e 7 + e 8 + e 3 e 4 , · · · ) l.h.
∼ L b (· · · , e 7 + e 8 , · · · ).
From the observation, we define a map F : M → N by Under the relations, we can check that the relations ψ ij in Table 2 for L b generate the relations Φ i in Table 1 for L a as follows. Combining with Theorem 1.1, the bijectivity of F induces that there is a bijection between L 4 and N . A map (c 1 , . . . , c 6 , f 1 , . . . , f 4 , t 1 , t 2 ) → L b (c 1 , . . . , c 6 , f 1 , . . . , f 4 , t 1 , t 2 ) give a bijection from N to L 4 .
In Theorem 1.1, the integers k, l, r and d (0 ≤ d < gcd(k, l, r) ) are fixed and so is the shape of first 3-component link L 3 of a corresponding 4-component link L a . Meanwhile, in Theorem 1.4, we weaken the condition. Then the shape of L 3 can change. That allows us more flexible treatment of the link-homotopy classes L 4 of 4-component links which has symmetry with respect to the components, see Table 2 . In Section 4, we apply this result to classify subsets of L 4 .
We also remark the relationship between the numbers c i , f i and t i of claspers and the Milnor homotopy invariants. Remark 1.3 gives the relation between commutator numbers k, l, r, d and e i and the Milnor homotopy invariants µ L (I) for some sequences I of 4-component link L. Moreover, as mentioned in [7] , from the relations of the Milnor homotopy invariants [11] , all the other Milnor homotopy invariants for L are calculated trough the commutator numbers. Then with the relations in Remark 1.5, we calculate all the Milnor homotopy invariants through the numbers c i , f i and t i of claspers. Thus the procedure in Section 2 gives the schematic way to calculate the Milnor homotopy invariants for 4-component links.
Classification
In this section, we give some new subsets of L 4 which are classified by invariants. Before that, we review Levine results [7] . 1 ([7] ). The subsets of L 4 satisfying the following conditions are classified by invariants.
(1) k = l = r = e 1 = e 2 = e 3 = 0 (i.e. all linking numbers vanish.)
(2) k = l = r = e 1 = e 2 = 0 and e 3 = 0 (i.e. all but one of linking numbers vanish.)
(3) l = r = e 1 = e 2 = 0 and k, e 3 = 0 (i.e. all but two of linking numbers vanish and the two linking numbers correspond to opposite sides in the tetrahedron.) (4) e 1 , e 2 and e 3 are pairwise relatively prime (i.e. three linking numbers corresponding to three edges contacting a vertex in the tetrahedron are pairwise relatively prime.) Remark 4.2. In Theorem 4.1, we can represent complete invariants by using our notations for each subset.
In case (1), the complete invariants are f i (1 ≤ i ≤ 4) and t j (mod gcd(f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , f 4 )) (j = 1, 2).
In case (2) , if c 6 = 0, the complete invariants are c 6 , f 1 (mod c 6 ), f 2 (mod c 6 ), f 3 , f 4 , t 1 (mod gcd(c 6 , f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , f 4 )) and ∆ = f 1 f 2 + c 6 t 2 (mod c 6 gcd(f 3 , f 4 )).
In case (3), if c 3 , c 6 = 0, the complete invariants are c 3 ,
In case (4) 
We give new classifications for some subsets of L 4 by invariants as a corollary of Theorem 1.4. We list the changes of numbers of claspers by commutators of ψ ij in Table 3 . Table 3 . Changes of the number of claspers by commutators 
and ∆ 2 = c 3 t 2 + f 3 f 4 (mod c 3 gcd(c 1 , f 2 )).
(2) Let c 2 = c 4 = c 5 = c 6 = 0, c 1 = c 3 = 0, f 1 ≡ 0 (mod gcd(c 1 , f 2 , f 3 )) and f 3 ≡ 0 (mod gcd(c 1 , f 1 , f 2 )). Then a complete set of invariants is Proof. For each case, let L and L be 4-component links with the assumptions and the same value of these invariants. We then give a geometric transformation between L and L .
(1) By ψ 34 and ψ 14 we transform f 1 and f 3 of both L and L into 0, and by ψ 21 and ψ 23 we transform f 4 of both L and L into an integerf 4 (0 ≤f 4 < gcd(c 1 , c 3 )). Then ∆ 1 = c 1 t 1 (mod c 1 gcd(c 3 , f 2 )) and ∆ 2 = c 3 t 2 (mod c 3 gcd(c 1 , f 2 )) of both L and L are the same, because ∆ 1 and ∆ 2 are invariants under ψ ij . Therefore t 1 (mod gcd(c 3 , f 2 )) and t 2 (mod gcd(c 1 , f 2 )) of both L and L are the same. By the 3rd line of Table 3 and ψ 12 , we can transform t 1 of L into that of L without affecting other elements. Similarly, by the 1st line of Table 3 and ψ 32 , we can transform t 2 of L into that of L without affecting other elements.
(2) By ψ 34 , ψ 14 and ψ 21 we transform f 1 , f 3 and f 4 of both L and L into integersf 1 ,f 3 andf 4 (0 ≤f 1 ,f 3 ,f 4 < c 1 ) respectively. Then ∆ 1 = c 1 t 1 +f 1f4 and ∆ 2 = c 1 t 2 +f 3f4 of both L and L are the same modulo c 1 gcd(c 1 ,f 1 , f 2 ,f 3 ) respectively. Therefore t 1 and t 2 of both L and L are the same modulo gcd(c 1 ,f 1 , f 2 ,f 3 ) = gcd(c 1 , f 2 ,f 3 ) = gcd(c 1 ,f 1 , f 2 ), respectively. By the 3rd line of Table 3 , ψ 12 and ψ 43 , we can transform t 1 of L into that of L without affecting other elements. By the 1st line of Table 3 , ϕ 41 and ψ 32 , we can transform t 2 of L into that of L without affecting other elements.
(3) By ψ 34 we transform f 1 of both L and L into an integerf 1 (0 ≤f 1 < c 1 ), by ψ 43 f 2 intof 2 (0 ≤f 2 < c 4 ) and by ψ 12 , ψ 14 , ψ 21 and ψ 23 f 3 and f 4 of both L and L into 0. Then, ∆ 2 = c 3 t 2 (mod gcd c 1 , c 4 , c 3f1 , c 3f2 ) and ∆ 3 = c 1 c 4 t 1 (mod c) 3 of both L and L are the same respectively. By the assumption, two t 2 are the same modulo gcd c 1 , c 4 , c 3f1 , c 3f2 and two t 1 are the same modulo c 3 . Therefore by the 3rd line of Table  3 , we can transform t 1 of L into that of L without affecting other elements. Finally, by ψ 41 , ψ 32 and the 1st and 4th lines of Table 3 we transform t 2 of L into that of L without affecting other elements.
(4) By ψ 23 and ψ 34 • ψ 14 , we transform f 1 of both L and L into a positive smallest integer without affecting other elements except for t 1 and t 2 . Similarly, we transform f 2 , f 3 and f 4 of both L and L into a positive smallest integer respectively, without affecting other elements except for t 1 and t 2 . Finally, by the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th lines of Table 3 we transform t 1 and t 2 of L into those of L respectively, without affecting other elements.
(5) By ψ 34 we transform f 1 of both L and L intof 1 (0 ≤f 1 < c 1 ) and by ψ 43 and ψ 14 f 2 into 0 without affectingf 1 . Then, ∆ = c 1 c 2 f 3 + c 2 c 3f1 of both L and L are the same modulo c 1 c 4 . Therefore these two c 2 f 3 are the same modulo c 4 . By the assumption gcd(c 2 , c 4 ) = 1, these two f 3 are the same modulo c 4 . Therefore we can transform f 3 of L into that of L using ψ 12 without affectingf 1 . We then transform f 4 of L into that of L using ψ 32 and ψ 23 without affecting other elements except for t 1 and t 2 . Finally, by the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th lines of Table 3 we transform t 1 and t 2 of L into those of L respectively, without affecting other elements.
The lemmas in Section 2 allow us a schematic calculation of link-homotopy classes.
Example 4.5. In [5] , Hugdes showed that there are two 4-component links H 1 and H 2 which have the isomorphic pre-peripheral structures [5] or reduced peripheral systems [1] (this induces that they are not distinguished by the Milnor homotopy invariants), but they are not link-homotopic. The shapes of H 1 and H 2 are the closures of the string links which are depicted in the appendix of [1] . We show that H 1 and H 2 are not linkhomotopic through our technic. The both links H 1 and H 2 have the same linking numbers c 1 = 1, c 2 = 4, c 3 = 4, c 4 = 1, c 5 = 1 and c 6 = 1. From Table 2 , the linking numbers and θ = f 1 + f 2 + f 3 + f 4 (mod 3) are the complete invariants. Here we ignore the t 1 and t 2 because they vanish from the commutators in Table 3 . (Note that the links H 1 and H 2 are in the case Theorem 4.1 (4) and from Remark 4.2 (4), we have the invariant θ by α = f 4 , β = γ = 0.) By using the lemmas in Section 2, we transform H 1 and H 2 to the canonical form in Figure 5 . One canonical form for each of them is f 1 = 1, f 2 = 4, f 3 = 4 and f 4 = 16 for H 1 and f 1 = 1, f 2 = 8, f 3 = 4 and f 4 = 16 for H 2 respectively. Then θ(H 1 ) = 1 and θ(H 2 ) = 2. Thus H 1 and H 2 are not link-homotopic.
